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Gentlemen:

Start your engines, for the time has come. Kiawah Island Golf Resort awaits us. We were last
at Kiawah in 2008 - we're overdue for an encore. Some of us have been going on golf trips
together since 1989. That's 22 years - that's scary.

We have a great trip planned, and all we need is some decent weather. Six rounds of golf,
and two on the famous Ocenan Course. We have one newbie this year - Mr. James Hatch - and one
golfer back in the rotation after a few years off - Mr. Marc Rubinger. Welcome to our merry
band of scratch(y) golfers.

We are using the wonderful facilities of GolfTripGenius.com I don't know who built this
site, but it is unbelievable. We're playing with 3 different sets of teams over 5 rounds,
and yet we still have the best mathematcially possible pairing, with 6 of the twelve of us
paired with one other player 3 times. Consider this - I'm stuck with Ira three times. That
is "the ultimate sacrifice" and proves that I did nothing to bias the pairings in my favor.

There are some great tournaments lined up and a $2,400 pool. Even Dan can figure out that
this is $200 per man. He asked me if this calculation required "long division", and
explained that he dropped out of Engiennering at Lehigh before he would have had "long
division". He never had "long division" in Economics.

The rules of the road are quite simple this year. Pick up the putts if they are within the
leather. Keep moving - let's try to keep rounds to 4 hours. Food and drink purchased on the
course qaulifies as a group expense and will be whacked up at the end of the trip by
GolfTripGenius.com I don't know who built this site, but it is unbelievable.

Side bets are fine, and we can do match of cards using GolfTripGenius.com. I don't know who
built this site, but it is unbelievable.

Mike Zisman

Supreme Allied Commander
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Saturday Morning and Afternoon
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Friday Morning and Sunrise Service
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Thursday Afternoon
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Friday Afternoon
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MICHAEL ZISMAN

Mike "The Zman" Zisman
Years on tour: 8
In the bag: Zman has figured out
a new way to work, play golf and
make financial investments all
at the same time. In addition
to his customized clubs and
special balls, Zman has a built-
in computer that keeps track of
everything.
2011 Prediction: We have to give
our host, organizer and friend a
break. In spite of the fact
that he probably won't hit the
ball far, we know he will at
least keep it in play.
Depending on market conditions,
the weather and how much red
wine was consumed the night
before, Zman could be a real
contender.

HCP :: 14.7

ANDY CVITANOV

Andy "The Crazy Russian"
Cvitanov
Years on tour: 6
In the bag: Crazy has three
customized drivers. When he
slices one hard right, he brings
out the hooker (no, not that
kind). If he finds himself
pulling it (something Babe
Meister does way too much of),
he breaks out the slicer. And,
if he only hits it 100 yards, he
brings out the third one which
is an eight foot driver.
2011 Prediction: Some of Crazy's
playing partners report that he
really settled into a smooth
groove. If he can bring this
video game technique to Kiawah,
Crazy will be tough to beat.
Could win it all!

HCP :: 11.0

IRA FEINBERG

Ira "Babe Meister" Feinberg
Years on tour: 8
In the bag: Out of all the bags
we inspected, this one had some
of the most unusual items.
Because young children may read
this, we have elected to sum up
the items in two words: very
sick puppy (OK, that's three but
you get the point).
2011 Prediction: Babe Meister is
an enigma to the golfing
community. He has a good swing,
is very smart with course
management and certainly knows
the game. What we can't figure
out is why he's so lousy. So,
our prediction is a low finish
unless a cart girl, bus driver
or maid gets him stimulated.

HCP :: 12.9

PLAYER PROFILES
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DAN GREENBURG

Dan "Greenbacks" Greenburg
Years on tour: 7
In the bag: Greenbacks has
finally figured out what's
missing in his golf bag. This
year he has a fully loaded iPad
with every bit of golf
instruction known to man. This
will certainly help his game but
totally destroy speed of play.
Let's hope for a short battery
life.
2011 Prediction: As we all know,
Greenbacks views golf as purely
a social event and never worries
about winning. His playing
partners have a different view
and will be carrying a cattle
prod to improve their chances of
winning. With the highest
index, could place high on the
money list.

HCP :: 21.2

ROGER HISER

Roger "Dodger" Hiser
Years on tour: 7
In the bag: Many pros now carry
sophisticated GPS systems to
zero in on critical distances.
The Dodger has a new prototype
that goes one step further: it
replays the last five best shots
in an effort to create positive
swing thoughts. Then again, he
may be just looking at porn
which could also help his swing.
2011 Prediction: The Golf
Channel reported that Dodger has
a new swing coach. The apparent
changes he's made include a much
slower tempo, at least ten
practice swings and 45 seconds
of meditation before hitting the
ball. Middle of the pack at
best.

HCP :: 13.5

TODD VANETT

Todd "Show me the Money" Vanett
Years on tour: 8
In the bag: Money's problem is
tee to green: he can't get off
the tee and can't putt on the
green. Everything in between is
great, so this year Money has a
driver that looks like an iron
and a putter that looks like a
wedge. We watched him in a
practice round last month.
Everything was working fine
until he got a bit fatigued and
couldn't remember what was what.
2011 Prediction: He's feeling
his oats and Money has lots of
cash to bet. If he can keep
track of his club selection and
doesn't get lost on the course,
could be in the top 3 on the
money list.

HCP :: 16.0
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TERRY WILLIAMS

Terry "The Terror" Williams
Years on tour: 8
In the bag: Terror takes this game very
seriously. The finest clubs, a book on
course information and distances, and a
portable weather station to ensure he
adjusts for temperature, barometric
pressure and humidity. Unfortunately
for the rest of us, this guy is good…
2011 Prediction: Some people play the
game for fun. Then there are players
like Terror who only have one thought
in mind: beat the crap out of everyone
and win money. Although we’ve heard
that Terror is off to a slow start,
this could be like shooting fish in a
barrel… Unless Crazy really has it
together, our pick is that Terror will
be the big winner at Kiawah 11.

HCP :: 8.5

JIM HATCH

Jim "The Hatchet" Hatch
Years on tour: Rookie
Given this is the Hatchet's
first year, if he's smart, he'll
be in the bag from the time we
land until we're home.
2011 Prediction: As with most
Rookies, scouting reports are
hard to come by. So we Googled
Hatchet and found out that he
really isn't a golfer and thinks
this is a tennis trip. Man, is
he in for a surprise on the
first tee...

HCP :: 13.5

ROBERT ROSEND

Rob “Relaxed” Rosend
Years on tour: 7 (Was on the mentally
disabled list last year)
In the bag: We recently took a tour of
what’s in the pockets of Relaxed’s
bag. Some of the more interesting
items included assorted medications for
hallucinations, hemorrhoids and SD,
portable electro shock equipment and a
device that looked like a swing aid but
vibrated. Who the hell knows…
2011 Prediction: Relaxed had a really
big 2010 winning the AT&T National
tournament, meeting Tiger Woods and a
few of his girlfriends and placing 2nd
in his Flight at White Manor.
Unfortunately, 2010 is over and so far,
scouting reports see nothing that would
indicate a good finish. So, if you need
meds see Relaxed. If you need money,
find another partner. Probably will
place in the bottom 5.

HCP :: 9.7
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MARC RUBINGER

Marc "The Wizard" Rubinger
Years on tour: 6+2.6 minus Pi
times the coefficient of X
divided by Y to the sixth power
(sorry, we lost count and
couldn't figure it out either)
In the bag: Numerous replacement
body parts. This guy has had
more work done than my 11 year
old Audi.
2011 Prediction: We are really
excited to see the Wizard back.
With his wonderful color
commentary and analysis, every
round just seems more exciting.
Luckily, he hasn't played for a
year, didn't practice and was
having trouble packing his
suitcase. Scores should be high
and his position on leader board
low.

HCP :: 10.5

WILLIAM WARRIN

"Wild Bill" Warrin
Years on tour: 7
In the bag: Balls. Lots of
balls. Why does he needs 75
balls in his bag? Is it a fear
of lost balls (trust me, he lost
those a long time ago...), not
knowing which would perform
better (something he also lost a
long time ago) or, he just can't
make up his mind which kind to
use?
2011 Prediction: Watch out. He
can hit it long, chip and putt
like a pro, and with his
handicap, he can close you out
before the 11th hole. But there
is a reason he is called "Wild".
Make sure you stand behind him,
the cart or your playing
partner. Will probably finish
in the middle.

HCP :: 15.2

TERRY STEELMAN

Terry "Nerves of Steel" Steelman
Years on tour: 3
In the bag: Nerves carries a
number of special weapons that
give him a leg up on the
competition. These WMD's
include jet propelled golf
balls, anti-slice tees and the
most feared weapon of all, his
extra loud iPhone which always
seems to go off just before the
moment of impact. Saddam has
nothing on this guy.
2011 Prediction: PGA scouting
reports indicate that Nerves had
a pretty good spring training
camp and may be tough to beat.
However, since he is rooming
with Show me, all bets are off
(could you concentrate on golf
after sleeping with Todd???).

HCP :: 10.8
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THURSDAY PM Osprey Point Golf Course

01:50PM T. Williams (10) R. Hiser (16) R. Rosend (11) T. Steelman (13)

02:00PM A. Cvitanov (13) I. Feinberg (15) D. Greenburg (25) M. Rubinger (12)

02:10PM M. Zisman (17) T. Vanett (19) J. Hatch (16) W. Warrin (18)

FRIDAY AM Cougar Point Golf Club

08:40AM T. Vanett (18) T. Williams (9) D. Greenburg (23) R. Rosend (11)

08:50AM T. Steelman (12) M. Zisman (16) I. Feinberg (14) W. Warrin (17)

09:00AM R. Hiser (15) A. Cvitanov (12) J. Hatch (15) M. Rubinger (12)

FRIDAY PM Turtle Point Golf Course

02:00PM M. Zisman (17) D. Greenburg (25) T. Williams (10) M. Rubinger (12)

02:10PM A. Cvitanov (13) R. Hiser (16) R. Rosend (12) W. Warrin (18)

02:20PM I. Feinberg (15) J. Hatch (16) T. Vanett (19) T. Steelman (13)

SATURDAY AM The Ocean Course

07:30AM T. Williams (10) A. Cvitanov (13) J. Hatch (16) W. Warrin (18)

07:40AM R. Hiser (16) T. Vanett (19) I. Feinberg (16) D. Greenburg (26)

07:50AM T. Steelman (13) M. Zisman (18) R. Rosend (12) M. Rubinger (13)

TEE SHEET
Osprey Tee

Cougar Tee

Turtle Tee

Dye Tee
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SATURDAY PM The Ocean Course

01:30PM T. Steelman (13) R. Hiser (16) J. Hatch (16) D. Greenburg (26)

01:40PM A. Cvitanov (13) M. Zisman (18) R. Rosend (12) I. Feinberg (16)

01:50PM T. Williams (10) T. Vanett (19) M. Rubinger (13) W. Warrin (18)

SUNDAY AM Kiawah: Oak Point Golf Course

07:30AM I. Feinberg (15) M. Zisman (18) T. Williams (10) R. Hiser (16)

07:40AM R. Rosend (12) D. Greenburg (25) J. Hatch (16) W. Warrin (18)

07:50AM M. Rubinger (13) T. Vanett (19) T. Steelman (13) A. Cvitanov (13)

Dye Tee

Oak Tee
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TOURNAMENTS
SKINS NO CARRY

Rounds: Thu (01:50 PM), Fri (08:40 AM), Fri (02:00 PM), and Sat (07:30 AM)

Format: Skins-no carry, Player v. Field, Own Ball

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: Skins won: 75 points

We're going to do skins with no carry-overs. $75 will be
paid out each round, pro rata, to whomever wins holes.
There will be few holes won, and therefore, mucho $$ per
hole won.

NET STABLEFORD
Rounds: Thu (01:50 PM), Fri (08:40 AM), Fri (02:00 PM), and Sat (07:30 AM)

Format: Stableford, Player v. Field, Own Ball

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout over all rounds: 1st: 300 points, 2nd: 150, 3rd: 50

Selected round(s): Best 3

This will be a cumulative Stableford over the first four
rounds, but for you wimps, we drop each person's worst
round. If you don't play Friday afternoon, el wimpo, you
are still in the competition. sort-of. Payouts for top 3
winners. Full handicpaps.

LOW NET (BEST BALL)
Round: Thu (01:50 PM)

Format: Stroke, Player v. Field, Own Ball

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: 1st: 50 points, 2nd: 30, 3rd: 20, 4th: 10, 5th: 10

a simple opener - low net. full handicaps. payments to top
4 players.
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RYDER CUP

Singles Fri (08:40 AM)

Fourballs (Best Ball) Sat (07:30 AM)

Foursomes (Alt. Shot) Sat (01:30 PM)

Handicap: USGA Net (off low ball)

Payout for each round: Matches won/tied: 600 points

Payout over all rounds: Matches won/tied: 400/0/0/0/0/0 points

A true Ryder Cup. Mike, Andy, Roger, Todd, Terry W.,
Terry S. vs. Ira, Dan, Jim, Rob, Marc, Bill. Singles Friday
morning with handicaps very closely matched. Fourball
Saturday morning, Foursomes (alternate shot) Saturday
afternoon. Alt shot is great for an afternoon round -
easier than 36, but we're still on the course having fun. If
you want to complain about this, send a note along with a
self-addressed envelope to the USGA. copy to the CIA.
1,000 US Dollar riding on this.

TEAM-SCORED LOW NET (BEST BALL)
Round: Fri (02:00 PM)

Pair by: Team (same partners) Payout to: Team(s)

Format: Stroke, Team (pair) v. Field

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: 1st: 150 points, 2nd: 100, 3rd: 50

Your partner here is your condo rommie. Very intimate
round, so to speak. Best ball of pair vs. the field. If your
roomie is a no-show, you are the best ball. If neither of
you show up, it will be hard for you to win.

SUNRISE SERVICE
Round: Sun (07:30 AM)

Pair by: Team (partners) Payout to: Team(s)

Format: Stroke, Team v. Team (doubles)

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: 1st: 180 points

Our traditional Sunrise Service of the Jews vs. the
Christians. Match play - fourball. One team will win a
grand total of $60. It's the honor, boys, not the mullah.
Moses has already come down from the mountain, and
the scorecard is engraved on the tablets - front nine, back
nine. The Jews won. But we'll go ahead and play it
anyhow.
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PURSE SUMMARY
TOURNAMENT ROUNDS PAYOUT FOR

EACH ROUND
PAYOUT OVER
ALL ROUNDS TOTAL PURSE

Skins no carry Thu (01:50 PM), Fri (08:40 AM), Fri (02:00 PM), and Sat (07:30
AM) 75 0 300

Net Stableford Thu (01:50 PM), Fri (08:40 AM), Fri (02:00 PM), and Sat (07:30
AM) 0 500 500

Low Net (Best Ball) Thu (01:50 PM) 120 0 120

Ryder Cup Fri (08:40 AM), Sat (07:30 AM), and Sat (01:30 PM) 200 400 1000

Team-scored Low Net (Best
Ball) Fri (02:00 PM) 300 0 300

Sunrise Service Sun (07:30 AM) 180 0 180

875 900 2400
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LOGISTICS
NAME PHONE EMERGENCY

CONTACT COMPANION ARRIVAL DEPARTURE RENTING
CAR

SHUTTLE
TO

SHUTTLE
FROM

Michael
Zisman 484-354-0671 Linda Gamble

610 574 1429 n/a Apr 28 12:00PM
US 3291

May 01 06:00PM
US 3131 • •

Andy
Cvitanov 610-405-7378 610-995-2591 n/a

Apr 28 12:00PM
US Air Flight #3291, to
CHS

May 01 06:00PM
US Air Flight
#3131

• •

Ira Feinberg 917-705-4148 Mary
914-441-0026 n/a Apr 28 11:00AM

CO 3065
May 01 06:30PM
CO • •

Dan
Greenburg 516-459-4457 Ivy

516-510-8749 n/a Apr 28 10:30AM
DElta 6099

May 01 06:00PM
Delta 6066 • •

roger hiser 215-341-1563 215-990-3971 n/a Apr 28 12:00PM
usair flt # 3291

May 01 06:00PM
usair flt # 3131 • •

Todd Vanett 267-679-5894 610-971-9909 n/a Apr 28 12:00PM
US 3291

May 01 06:00PM
US Airways 3131 • •

Terry
Williams 610-212-0028 Marlene-

215-840-6749 n/a Apr 28 12:00PM
US Airways 3291

May 01 06:00PM
US Airways 3131 • •

Jim Hatch 917-757-9734 212-977-1286 n/a Apr 28 12:00PM
CO 3065 May 01 06:45PM • •

Robert
Rosend 215-815-9818 610-356-3460 n/a Apr 28 12:00PM

US 3291
May 01 06:00PM
us 3131 • •

Marc
Rubinger 610-399-8739

Carol
610-399-9039 /
610-585-2617

n/a Apr 28 12:00PM
US

May 01 06:00PM
US • •

William
Warrin 267 496 8040 610 357 0514 n/a Apr 28 12:00PM May 01 06:00PM • •

Terry
Steelman 267.250.1524 215.718.5211 n/a Apr 28 12:00PM

USAirway fl. 3291
May 01 06:00PM
US Airways
fl.3131

• •
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OTHER EVENTS
THU, 04/28 :: 07:30PM Jasmine At Sactuary

FRI, 04/29 :: 07:30PM Dinner At Tomasso - Turtle Polint Clubhouse

SAT, 04/30 :: 06:30PM Drinks In Private Locker Room At Ocean

SAT, 04/30 :: 08:00PM Dinner - Atlantc Room At Oean Clubhouse
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HOUSING ASSIGNMENTS
ZISMAN KIAWAH 2011

Unit 1 T. Steelman T. Vanett

Unit 2 M. Zisman D. Greenburg

Unit 3 I. Feinberg J. Hatch

Unit 4 R. Rosend W. Warrin

Unit 5 A. Cvitanov R. Hiser

Unit 6 T. Williams M. Rubinger
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Strategic Allied Commander preparing troops Great plane, but the passengers?

Ziggy's Sea Island in days gone by
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Casa de Campo Still bald

Pretty shirt, honey (Sea Island) Toddley (Sea Island)
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Big enough for Todd to get lost
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All kosher
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A Superb Resort with Great Golf
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	Player Profiles
	Mike "The Zman" Zisman Years on tour: 8 In the bag: Zman has figured out a new way to work, play golf and make financial investments all at the same time.  In addition to his customized clubs and special balls, Zman has a built-in computer that keeps track of everything.  2011 Prediction: We have to give our host, organizer and friend a break.  In spite of the fact that he probably won't hit the ball far, we know he will at least keep it in play.  Depending on market conditions, the weather and how much red wine was consumed the night before, Zman could be a real contender. 
	Andy "The Crazy Russian" Cvitanov Years on tour: 6 In the bag: Crazy has three customized drivers. When he slices one hard right, he brings out the hooker (no, not that kind). If he finds himself pulling it (something Babe Meister does way too much of), he breaks out the slicer.  And, if he only hits it 100 yards, he brings out the third one which is an eight foot driver. 2011 Prediction: Some of Crazy's playing partners report that he really settled into a smooth groove. If he can bring this video game technique to Kiawah, Crazy will be tough to beat.  Could win it all!
	Ira "Babe Meister" Feinberg Years on tour: 8 In the bag: Out of all the bags we inspected, this one had some of the most unusual items.  Because young children may read this, we have elected to sum up the items in two words: very sick puppy (OK, that's three but you get the point). 2011 Prediction: Babe Meister is an enigma to the golfing community.  He has a good swing, is very smart with course management and certainly knows the game.  What we can't figure out is why he's so lousy. So, our prediction is a low finish unless a cart girl, bus driver or maid gets him stimulated.
	Dan "Greenbacks" Greenburg Years on tour: 7 In the bag: Greenbacks has finally figured out what's missing in his golf bag.  This year he has a fully loaded iPad with every bit of golf instruction known to man.  This will certainly help his game but totally destroy speed of play.  Let's hope for a short battery life. 2011 Prediction: As we all know, Greenbacks views golf as purely a social event and never worries about winning. His playing partners have a different view and will be carrying a cattle prod to improve their chances of winning.  With the highest index, could place high on the money list.
	Roger "Dodger" Hiser Years on tour: 7 In the bag: Many pros now carry sophisticated GPS systems to zero in on critical distances.  The Dodger has a new prototype that goes one step further: it replays the last five best shots in an effort to create positive swing thoughts. Then again, he may be just looking at porn which could also help his swing. 2011 Prediction: The Golf Channel reported that Dodger has a new swing coach.  The apparent changes he's made include a much slower tempo, at least ten practice swings and 45 seconds of meditation before hitting the ball.  Middle of the pack at best.
	Todd "Show me the Money" Vanett Years on tour: 8 In the bag: Money's problem is tee to green: he can't get off the tee and can't putt on the green.  Everything in between is great, so this year Money has a driver that looks like an iron and a putter that looks like a wedge.  We watched him in a practice round last month.  Everything was working fine until he got a bit fatigued and couldn't remember what was what. 2011 Prediction:  He's feeling his oats and Money has lots of cash to bet.  If he can keep track of his club selection and doesn't get lost on the course, could be in the top 3 on the money list.
	Terry "The Terror" Williams Years on tour: 8 In the bag: Terror takes this game very seriously.  The finest clubs, a book on course information and distances, and a portable weather station to ensure he adjusts for temperature, barometric pressure and humidity.  Unfortunately for the rest of us, this guy is good… 2011 Prediction: Some people play the game for fun.  Then there are players like Terror who only have one thought in mind: beat the crap out of everyone and win money.  Although we’ve heard that Terror is off to a slow start, this could be like shooting fish in a barrel… Unless Crazy really has it together, our pick is that Terror will be the big winner at Kiawah 11. 
	Jim "The Hatchet" Hatch Years on tour: Rookie Given this is the Hatchet's first year, if he's smart, he'll be in the bag from the time we land until we're home. 2011 Prediction: As with most Rookies, scouting reports are hard to come by.  So we Googled Hatchet and found out that he really isn't a golfer and thinks this is a tennis trip.  Man, is he in for a surprise on the first tee...
	Rob “Relaxed” Rosend Years on tour: 7 (Was on the mentally disabled list last year) In the bag: We recently took a tour of what’s in the pockets of Relaxed’s bag.  Some of the more interesting items included assorted medications for hallucinations, hemorrhoids and SD, portable electro shock equipment and a device that looked like a swing aid but vibrated.  Who the hell knows… 2011 Prediction:  Relaxed had a really big 2010 winning the AT&T National tournament, meeting Tiger Woods and a few of his girlfriends and placing 2nd in his Flight at White Manor.  Unfortunately, 2010 is over and so far, scouting reports see nothing that would indicate a good finish. So, if you need meds see Relaxed. If you need money, find another partner. Probably will place in the bottom 5.  
	Marc "The Wizard" Rubinger Years on tour: 6+2.6 minus Pi times the coefficient of X divided by Y to the sixth power (sorry, we lost count and couldn't figure it out either) In the bag: Numerous replacement body parts.  This guy has had more work done than my 11 year old Audi. 2011 Prediction: We are really excited to see the Wizard back.  With his wonderful color commentary and analysis, every round just seems more exciting.  Luckily, he hasn't played for a year, didn't practice and was having trouble packing his suitcase.  Scores should be high and his position on leader board low.
	"Wild Bill" Warrin Years on tour: 7 In the bag: Balls. Lots of balls.  Why does he needs 75 balls in his bag?  Is it a fear of lost balls (trust me, he lost those a long time ago...), not knowing which would perform better (something he also lost a long time ago) or, he just can't make up his mind which kind to use? 2011 Prediction: Watch out.  He can hit it long, chip and putt like a pro, and with his handicap, he can close you out before the 11th hole. But there is a reason he is called "Wild". Make sure you stand behind him, the cart or your playing partner.  Will probably finish in the middle.
	Terry "Nerves of Steel" Steelman Years on tour: 3 In the bag: Nerves carries a number of special weapons that give him a leg up on the competition.  These WMD's include jet propelled golf balls, anti-slice tees and the most feared weapon of all, his extra loud iPhone which always seems to go off just before the moment of impact.  Saddam has nothing on this guy. 2011 Prediction: PGA scouting reports indicate that Nerves had a pretty good spring training camp and may be tough to beat.  However, since he is rooming with Show me, all bets are off (could you concentrate on golf after sleeping with Todd???).
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